We solved ragging problems for City of Tawas City

MICHIGAN

We were coming to clean these pumps as often as three times a week, and we haven't had to clean either a single time since installing the DERAGGERs! This is especially helpful given the station is in a confined space, so requires three people to be present when cleaning the pumps. Dealing with ragging was wasting not one but three people's time that is now used better elsewhere."

Mike Bocker, City of Tawas City Operator

PROBLEMS PRE-DERAGGER

- Pumps required cleaning as often as THREE times per week.
- Confined space station requires THREE PEOPLE present to clean out pumps.

SOLUTION

- Installed TWO DERAGGER™+ units, one on each pump, with Real Time Pump Protection™ used to detect rags, pass them through and keep pumps running clean.
- Upgraded panel with a DERAGGER™ PRO. This also provides data on the performance of the pumps and DERAGGER+ devices.

ESTIMATED CUSTOMER MONTHLY SAVING:

$1,200 to $3,600
($300 per clean, 1-3 per week)

BENEFITS

- Elimination of ragging problem with pumps not requiring cleaning once since installation of DERAGGERs.
- Quick return on investment and greatly reduced risk to employees.